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EMPLOYEES at Dyno Nobel North America’s Salt Lake City corporate office, Utah,
teamed up during August to help the Utah Food Bank and make personal
fitness pledges, all in the spirit of helping to fight hunger in the community and
promoting well-being.

As part of the initiative, employees made fitness pledges which were matched
by a Dyno Nobel US$10 donation to the Utah Food Bank and each pledge that
was completed earned an additional US$25 which the business also matched. 

Overall there were nearly 100 pledges made and more than 80 per cent were
followed through. 

Employees also participated in the Food Drive campaign for the Utah Food Bank
and the office set an overall target to collect 1000 cans. 

Employees joined together in five teams and rallied each week to see which
team could bring in the most food items. 

In the first round, the HR, legal and finance team stepped up with more than
900 cans. Seth Hobby, Vice President Legal, and Jeff Droubay, Senor Corporate
Counsel, went as far as stashing cans in the legal vault, only to bring them out
five minutes before the final count. This got the ball rolling for the following
weeks. 

The next round brought on some creative competition with the Supply Chain
team bringing in the winning overall number with more than 1700 cans. This
was a great effort and in the end all participants felt like winners – feeling
great about the contribution to our community. 

The final donation was more than 4600 items weighing over 3000 pounds
(1360 kilograms).

To top it off, in the midst of the Food Drive the IPL Board of Directors visited the
Salt Lake City office. The Board was so impressed with the employees’

enthusiasm that they pledged to donate US$1 for each can collected. Dan
McAtee, President, Dyno Nobel USA and Canada, pledged to match the
donations with an additional US$1 per can and said this was a great team
effort.

The Utah Food Bank was very appreciative and when they came to pick up the
donation said they rarely saw this size of donation from an office or business
Food Drive campaign.

According to the Utah Food Bank, approximately 472,000 Utahans are unsure
where their next meal will come from, and one in five Utah children will likely
miss a meal today due to lack of resources. 
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